Graphene Glass Inducing Multidomain Orientations in Cholesteric Liquid Crystal Devices toward Wide Viewing Angles.
The photonic reflection of a cholesteric liquid crystal (ChLC) device depends on the spatial distribution of the orientations of their helical axes, and many orientation techniques have been developed so far. In this study, we select the hybrids of graphene directly grown on quartz glass as platforms to construct ChLC-based devices. This special design makes graphene serve as both an alignment layer and a conductive layer, thus affording a more simplified device fabrication route. We reveal that multidomain structures can be evolved for ChLCs on polycrystalline monolayer graphene on quartz glass, as evidenced by polarized optical microscope characterizations. The disparate orientations of the helical axes of ChLCs and the formation of multidomain structures are proposed to be induced by the different domain orientations of graphene, leading to a wide viewing angle of the ChLC-based devices. Moreover, the pitch of ChLCs is also observed to play a key role in the relative orientations of ChLCs. A wide viewing angle of the ChLC-based device is also detected especially in the infrared spectrum region. Briefly, this work should provoke the application of graphene glass as a perfect transparent electrode in the fabrication of liquid-crystal-based devices showing broad application potentials in intelligent laser protection and energy-saving smart windows.